
YAHTZEE® With Buddies

**About Yahtzee**

By using the Yahtzee app, it is possible to play the popular dice now on smartphones or tablets.

The app is oriented towards the classic course of play, but supplements it with special features

and innovations. 

With Yahtzee you can play the popular dice which is great fun for young and old on the move. Dice,

collect points and defeat your opponents. The app is mainly oriented towards the classic course of

play, but supplements it with new features like social features or daily challenges. Become a dice

master and defeat your friends and other players from all over the world. 

**Yahtzee – classic game principle, new features: **

-	The popular dice: Yahtzee app offers you the possibility to play the popular dice also on the

move and compete against other players from all over the world. The app is strongly oriented

towards the classic course of play: Yahtzee is all about dices. Dice and collect points. The player,

who has gained the most points at the end of the game, wins. Build small and big straights or

make a high triple, a four of a kind or a Yahtzee. 

-	Daily challenges: In the Yahtzee app you can face every day new challenges. You can e.g.

compete against the dice masters. If you defeat them, great prizes like bonus throw or special

dices await you. You can also participate in daily Yahtzee tournaments. If you reach the “List of the

Best”, you’ll receive great prizes. 

-	Play with friends and family: Experience Yahtzee with your friends and family. In order to easily

find your friends, you can connect your Facebook profile with the app. You can also compete

against unknown players from all over the world. No matter if friend, family member or unknown

player: You’ll always find an opponent in the Yahtzee app whom you can deliver an exciting duel. 

Conclusion: Yahtzee is just the thing for all fans of the well-known board game. Since the game

principle of the dice is easy to learn, the game is suitable for young and old. Because of the

authentic graphic, funny special dices and the daily challenges, the game never loses its appeal.

Duel with opponents from all over the world and become the dice master. 


